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Regis up for accreditation later this Inonth 
Emily Sloan 
Staff Reporter 
For the past 18 months, Regis 
University has been preparing for 
"accreditation." 
Accreditation, according to Steve 
Jacobs, assistant provost for accredita-
tion, proves that "your institution is of 
outstanding quality for all students 
and all learning models." He added 
that accreditation is also very impor-
tant "because if we don't have accredi-
tation their [students'] degrees are 
worth nothing." 
The Higher Learning 
Commission (North Central 
Association) grants accreditation every 
ten years to Regis as well as other col-
leges and universities. Regis University 
has been an accredited school since 
1952. 
The accrediation process ensures all 
colleges and universities are working 
to improve various aspects of their 
schools, identifying areas of concern, 
and other such important issues. 
To receive re-accreditation from the 
Higher Learning Commission, Regis 
University must meet certain criteria 
under topics like mission and integrity, 
future preparation, student learning 
report also shows where improve-
ments can be made. 
The last step in the re-accreditation 
process will be a visit of twelve evalua-
tors, formed by the Higher Learning 
Accreditation ... proves that "your institution is of out-
standing quality for all students and all learning models." 
and effective teaching, acquisition, dis-
covery, and application of knowledge, 
and engagement and service. 
To prepare for the approaching eval-
uation, Regis set up six groups of 75 
faculty and staff to gather information 
early last year. These groups conduct-
ed focus groups which included vari-
ous students and members of the out-
sidet university community. 
After collecting data for over a year, 
Jacobs compiled all the information 
for the Higher Learning Commission. 
The information details how Regis has 
improved in various fields like student 
population, academic grants and 
diversity in student population. The 
Commission, on February 25th 
through the 27th. The evaluators will 
assess the University before officially 
giving Regis accreditation. 
For those who are interested, there 
will be an open lunch in the cafeteria, 
with reserved tables, on Tuesday, Feb. 
26th, where students are encouraged 
to talk and be honest with the visitors 
about various aspects of the 
University. 
To read the complete or the con-
densed report, visit www.regis.edu> 
about Regis> who we are > accredita-
tion statement. 
Author discusses 
cancer at Tattered 
Cover 
Kathryn Brisnehan 
Staff Reporter 
Dr. Devra Davis lost both of her 
parents to cancer. In 1973, only five of 
100,000 men aged 55-59 developed 
multiple myeloma, a form of bone 
marrow cancer. By 1983, this number 
doubled, and included Davis's father. 
Davis, director of the Center on 
Environmental Oncology at the 
University of Pittsburgh Cancer 
Institute, reveals these statistics in the 
introduction of her new book, The 
Secret History of the War on Cancer 
(Basic Books, 2007) which has taken 
her over 20 years to research and 
write. 
On Monday, Feb. 4, Davis spoke to 
a small group of 15 people scattered in 
the large upstairs meeting room of 
LoDo Tattered Cover Bookstore. 
See Davis on page 2 
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New email policy to increase safe, effi- Various volunteer 
cient campus communication opportunities, stu-
vmce Garzone Although the policy will be enforced, d 
Staff Reporter the option of forwarding Regis com- dents enCOUrage 
munication to an outside service from 
a Regis account still remains available. On April 1, 2008, Regis University 
will be implementing a new e-mail pol-
icy. The new policy requires all stu-
dents, faculty, and staff to acquire and 
use a Regis e-mail account for all "uni-
versity communication," which can 
include discussion with faculty about 
grades, transcript or schedule informa-
tion, and financial information. 
The main reasons for implementing 
the new policy are safety and efficien-
cy. "When something important really 
needs to be communicated, it is best 
done through e-mail. With the new 
policy we can know that the informa-
tion has been received," said Peter 
Greco, chief information officer for 
Information Technology Services 
(ITS). 
The new policy is also a matter of 
security. "As a University, we have the 
responsibility to protect your security. 
We have to provide privacy and protec-
tion of higher education," added 
Greco. 
Greco explained when communica-
tion leaves the Regis network, there is 
no guarantee that it will be secure. 
Risks include the communication get-
ting sent to the wrong address due to 
confusion, or the communication is 
rejected due to various spam blocking 
technology and possibly re-routed to 
other servers. 
Davis from front page 
Author Dr. Devra Davis of The Secret 
History of the War on Cancer. 
Every week, the Tattered Cover 
offers the Denver community opportu-
nities to hear both local and nationally 
known authors. The snowy and windy 
weather likely affected the attendance 
at this event, but Davis drew a small, 
interested group. 
Sharon Williams, a graduate stu-
dent in public health, had recently seen 
Davis on C-SPAN, and decided that 
she would like to hear Davis in person. 
Carmen Skeehan, who has had two 
family members affected by cancer, 
was invited to attend by a friend. 
Before she spoke, Davis asked atten-
dees to gather together in the front of 
the room, in order to create a more 
intimate conversation. 
When Davis began this book 20 
years ago, she was "curious to see the 
history of when [we knew] and what 
we knew about the causes of cancer." 
While researching, Davis discovered 
a1938 report in Brussels, Belgium that 
discussed the different causes of can-
cer, including various chemicals, syn-
thetic hormones, and tar found in cig-
arettes. Unfortunately, with the erup-
tion of World War II, most of this 
information was lost or forgotten. 
However, "Forwarding will be sole-
ly at your own risk," said Greco. When 
forwarding, the risk still exists that the 
communication may be rejected by 
spam blocking technology. 
Just a few years ago, of the 26 Jesuit 
schools in the country, 60 percent 
required the use of university e-mails 
accounts. More than half of those 
schools allowed forwarding. 
When speaking of compliance and 
feedback on the policy, Greco said, 
"Our biggest battle is with the students 
of professional studies. Most of those 
students are working individuals and 
already have an e-mail account they 
prefer to keep using." 
In regards to Regis undergraduate 
students, some students shared a 
range of reactions of the new policy. 
Positive reactions included: "It 
seems like a good way to keep e-mail-
ing simple. Everyone is in the address 
book. It's no more 'what is after the @ 
symbol?'" to "It's much better for pri-
vacy." 
Some students however felt the 
change was a slight hassle. "I am in the 
habit of just checking Yahoo. It's a 
chore to me," said one student. "I don't 
check my Regis account enough," said 
another. 
Davis claims that many cancer 
deaths could be prevented if our socie-
ty begins to look at the underlying 
causes of cancer, instead of only ways 
to treat the disease. 
The current administration insists 
that "the only real, solid proof that 
something causes cancer is when there 
are enough people in one place, with 
significant evidence that they have 
been exposed to a specific chemical 
that causes a specific cancer in their 
bodies, which is the cause of their can-
cer," Davis said. 
Discovering the cause of cancer "is 
not limited, and never should be limit-
ed to human evidence." By allowing 
humans to be the only test subjects we 
are "treating ourselves like rats in an 
uncontrolled experiment," said Davis. 
Scientists do not need to see human 
suffering to understand possible car-
cinogens. 
Many carcinogens, substances 
thought to cause cancer, have been 
banned in Europe, based on current 
evidence. However, the United States 
refuses to follow suite without addi-
tional -evidence that these chemicals 
cause cancer. This discrepancy con-
cerns Davis. It is the duty of the gov-
ernment "to warn and inform us of 
hazards," said Davis, and currently 
American citizens are not receiving the 
protection they deserve. 
The task of addressing carcinogens 
in products today may seem over-
whelming. Davis suggests the call for a 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
This powerful idea, started with 
Nelson Mandela, relies on the 
Christian concept of forgiveness. All 
companies with information about 
carcinogens in their products should 
take responsibility for their products, 
explain what they know about carcino-
gens, and take them off the market. In 
exchange, they will not be subject to 
litigation, and paying monetary dam-
ages for their products. 
See Davis on page 3 
to sign-up 
Missy Garduno 
Contributing Writer 
Looking for something to do after 
college? Or maybe something you can 
do on the weekends? Whatever you 
feel called to do, Volunteer Services 
has what you need. We will run a week-
ly update oflong and short term volun-
teer opportunities in the Highlander. 
Examine the jobs below to see what 
interests you. 
Serve as Public Achievement 
Coaches at East High School this 
semester. This is an awesome 
opportunity for education students 
who would like to practice the peda-
gogy of service learning, leadership 
students, students who've got a service 
learning component in their classes 
this semester, student groups looking 
to be a part of creative change, or stu-
dents who have community-based 
work study who would like to make 
$8.10 an hour (plus the opportunity to 
gain an AmeriCorps Educational 
Scholarship!). And if you're not a stu-
dent and you're interested, this would 
be a great opportunity for YOU too! 
Serve as a volunteer helping the 
seniors at Sunrise Senior Living. 
SSL is searching for students who wish 
to help some of the neediest in our 
society: our senior citizens. Students 
interested in spending time and read-
ing with the residents, helping with 
crafts, and instructing daily exercises 
should apply. SSL will create your 
schedule based off of your time needs 
and interests. All activities are not nee-
essary. 
Mentor 4th-6th graders around 
the City. We all want to make a differ-
ence, and let's face it. We love it when 
people look up to us. Good thing for us 
that there are hundreds of little kids 
waiting for someone to change their 
life. They do not want someone who is 
an adult or authority figure. The kids 
want cool young adults to be like their 
big brother/sister or mentor. 
Volunteers are needed to help kids 
with homework and trouble areas for 
one hour a week. Training will be pro-
vided. Find your Padawan today! 
Work for America SCORES 
Denver- the only after-school pro-
gram that utilizes soccer to inspire lit-
eracy and civic responsibility among 
urban youth. Do you love soccer? Do 
you love kids? If you answered yes to 
either of these questions you should 
look into SCORES. Volunteers are 
needed to do snack delivery 2-3 times 
weekly during the season of program-
ming which runs from March 10, 2008 
until May 22, 2008. SCORES delivers 
snacks to multiple elementary schools 
across northwest Denver sometime 
before 4 PM. Volunteers are also 
needed to help with special events: 
Shouts: SCORES Day of Action takes 
place April 19, 2008 and Jamboree is 
on May 17, 2008. Volunteer soccer 
referees are also needed for game days. 
Find something interesting? Contact 
the volunteer coordinator Melissa 
(Missy) Garduno at 
voluntee@regis.edu or ext 5750 
(303.964.5750) Get out there and Go! 
Contact the Highlander 
3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop 1-8 
Denver, CO 80221 
Our Mission: 
As the staff of the Regis University 
weekly publication, the 
Highlander, we intend to serve the 
campus and the neighborhood by 
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CONVERSATIONS 
Faculty and students at Regis joined over 1,000 campuses across the nation to discuss climate 
change. Through these discussions, it became clearer that our community is at a unique 
moment in history. We've come to realize that our ability (or lack of ability) to stabilize climate 
change today will affect our own and our children's future tomorrow. 
Below are some excepts of conversations held here on campus. 
ENV250: Global Warming, Race and Class 
Dr. Catherine Kleier, assistant 
professor of Biology 
Focus the Nation streamed a live 
interactive webcast called The 2% 
Solution. Join Stanford University 
climate scientist, Stephen Schneider, 
sustainability expert Hunter Lovins 
and green jobs pioneer Van Jones and 
youth climate leaders, for a discussion 
of global warming solutions. 
Audiences weighed in with cell phone 
voting 
Student perspectives: 
"It doesn't matter." This statement, 
made by Hunter Lorins in the 2% 
Solution video, provides great insight 
into why we should act to redyce glob-
al climate change. The director of 
National Capitalism Solutions said 
this in response to a students question 
about what to say to someone who 
didn't "believe" in global warming. I 
don't think she could have given a bet-
ter response. The fact of the matter is 
that acting for the good of the envi-
ronment creates a healthier system of 
living, better business worldwide and 
a longer lasting economy. We don't 
need to be convinced and dedicated to 
every detail of global climate change 
to acknowledge the good in changing 
a lightbulb or putting a water bottle 
into the recycling bin. Lorins goes on 
to say even if global warming sme-
how turns out to be a hoax, we will 
have just ended up saving a lot of 
money and investing in more sus-
tainable resources. Whether or not 
you buy into the intimidating idea 
that our planet is warming, sea lev-
els are rising and storms are getting 
more intense, working for a health-
ier, and more sustainable Earth 
only makes sense. 
-Gina Graziano 
The 2% solution is just what 
America needs right now. When 
we think of global warming, we 
COM315: Journalistic balance as global 
warming bias 
Dr. Mary Beth Callie, assistant professor of communication 
Global warming studies began in 1896, when William Herschel, John 
Tyndall, and Joseph Fourier examined carbon dioxide emissions increasing 
atmospheric temperature. Then, in 1988 NASA scientist, James Hansen, gave 
testimony in front of Congress explaining that global warming was being 
caused by humans. As a result, in 1990 the United Nations formed ~e 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to look ~losely at this 
world issue. This panel is the "largest, most reputable peer-reviewed body of 
climate change scientists in history." 
A 2004 study, "Balance as Bias: Global Warming and the U.S. Prestige 
Press " conducted by Jules Boykoff and Maxwell Boycoff, analyzed national 
news~aper coverage, from 1988-2002, on global warming. Using a sample of 
636 articles, FAIR found that 53% of the articles gave equal attention to .the 
human cause of global warming and the natural cause of global war~ng. 
Much of the coverage diverged from the IPCC consensus on global warming, 
the most credible source, giving a bias to the natural causes of global warm-
ing. According to the Columbia Journalism. Review, jour.nalists are always 
taught to tell both "sides" of the story and to aim for neutrality. The equal cov-
erage given by journalists has decreased the understanding humans have ~f 
their role in global warming. As a result, balanced coverage has not been fair 
to the understanding of this issue. h 
--Written by Kathryn Brisne an 
think of this huge problem that takes 
so much effort to overcome. The 2% 
solution proposes that if we reduce 
our emissions by 2% a year, we can hit 
the 80% emission reduction by 2050; 
thus, it offers a solution that is not too 
overwhelming. I believe that the gov-
ernment should create a public works 
program that will implement "green 
collar jobs," which will not only help 
lift the unemployment rate 
Davis from page 2 
After Davis read from and dis-
cussed her book, five people asked 
questions. One woman asked if Davis 
was supporting any particular presi-
dential candidate. Davis responded 
that she wants a President who will 
reform the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). Currently, the 
FDA does not have the authority to 
monitor contaminants in cosmetic 
products, such as shampoo. This 
means that ingredients in these prod-
ucts do not require FDA approval 
before they are sold in stores. 
Additionally, the National Institute of 
Health (NIH) needs to reallocate 
money so that more is spent on pre-
vention instead of treatment. In fact, 
"nine out of every 10 dollars NIH 
receives are used to treat disease and 
find it, less than one of every 10 dollars 
is spent on prevention," Davis said. 
Davis stresses that we must begin 
to eliminate the causes for cancer so 
that one out of every two men and one 
out of every three women that will 
but will provide economically disad-
vantaged people with "green" solu-
tions, such as solar energy, double 
painted windows, etc. As a "global 
warming awareness" generation we 
should push this program because the 
benefits outweigh the risk. 
-Joleen Ngoriakl 
develop cancer in their lifetime do not 
have to hear the dreaded words: "You 
have cancer." 
Since publication of The Secret 
History of the War on Cancer, Davis 
has spoken to the press and groups 
across the country. Readers can find 
out more about the topic by visiting the 
following links. 
National Public Radio 
http: //www.npr.org/templates/story/ 
stozy.php?stozyld=14986010 
C-SP AN BookTV 
http: //www.booktv.org/program,aspx 
?Programid-8764&SectionName=&Pl 
ayMedia=Yes 
Devra Davis: 
http://www.devradavis.com/index.ph 
p 
Center for Environmental Oncology 
http: //www.environmentaloncolo~.o 
rg 
.... / , 
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Valentine's Day always 
feels cheap 
Jacqueline Kharouf 
Opinions Editor 
Last Valentine's Day, as my 
boyfriend of nearly eight months led 
me by the hand to the front door of his 
parent's house where his mother had 
prepared a delicious home-cooked 
meal, he promised he had made a spe-
cial present for me. We headed down 
the stairs to bis room and he told me to 
wait just outside. I nervously touched 
my hair, trying to smooth out my 
clothes and look nice, just for him, 
when finally he came back out. He 
held a white fabric rose, with the glue 
still showing and the edges of the 
"petals" -fabric curled like the shape of 
a newly blooming rose-frayed and 
badly cut, attached to a green painted 
stick which looked like the processed 
wood found at a hobby store. A bit of 
ribbon was tied near the flower and the 
entire contraption smelled, to my sur-
prise, like it had been dowsed in cheap 
cologne. He handed it to me and said, 
just as sweetly as he could, "Happy 
Valentine's Day, Jacqueline." 
I nearly fainted. 
And it wasn't because it smelled 
(although, truthfully, it was so pungent 
it stunk up my room for three weeks 
afterward .... yes, I actually kept it that 
long). The gift had been well-meant 
and it was touching that he made the 
effort to make a gift, but it was just so 
poorly constructed that any sort of 
, feeling of "love" or "admiration" was 
lost in its cheap appearance and, 
frankly, tacky intention. 
Sometimes, we like to think of 
Valentine's Day as a "day of love," an 
excuse to buy expensive gifts and to 
shower the people we love in things 
that try to signify-but often cheapen-
how we really feel. Although my now 
ex-boyfriend took the cheap route, 
many other people (especially men dis-
illusioned in the ways of "girls" .... and 
oh, by the way, we prefer to be called 
"women"), may accomplish this same 
cheapened expression of appreciation 
with even the most expensive gifts. 
But really, Valentine's Day is, as we all 
know, a day designed to do one thing: 
sell cards. 
So we (both men and women) don't 
need a day to celebrate love. We don't 
need to concoct scavenger hunts and 
make dinner plans or choose to see a 
movie that somehow makes finding 
the person of our dreams blissfully 
simple (oh those "romantic-farces," 
those "ditz-flicks"). We don't need to 
waste our money on the most expen-
sive gifts and we don't need live enter-
tainment while we eat at some "cozy," 
"romantic" restaurant (and no, in fact, 
not every woman finds fish "cute"). 
Really, we don't need any of it. 
And yet, we still want it and still like 
it too. But I don't think wanting all 
that this day supposedly signifies has 
to do with the day at all. Rather, it has 
to do with the person we want to spend 
all our days with. 
Love is complicated enough. (Who 
in their right mind decided to throw in 
this extra day just to add to the compli-
cation?!) Why do we need a day to 
stuff how we feel into stereotypes that 
significantly diminish not only what 
we'd like to express, but who we really 
are? 
Women are not little girls-we do not 
want candy or flowers (especially not 
fake flowers) or diamonds (my best 
friends are real people, thank you very 
much) or a movie. We don't expect 
men to bend over backwards, just like 
men should not expect us to turn into 
mush if they *gasp!* buy flowers or 
comb their hair. 
No! Not all women are insane 
demigods demanding furs and jewels 
and perfumes (dar-link). Au contraire! 
What we want is something so 
immeasurable, so simple, and so insa-
tiably delicious that if we all really 
admitted it, no one would ever buy 
another cheap, poorly written 
Valentine's card again - we want to be 
understood for who we are. It is what 
women have wanted since the begin-
ning of time. (Poor Eve was so misun-
derstood.) 
And too, I think it's really what 
everyone wants, no matter our sexual 
orientation or situation. We don't 
want to be covered (or lavished) with 
something that smothers us or puts 
our feelings in neat little boxes or 
phrases (or cheesy movie lines). We 
want to be whole selves that can share 
that wholeness with someone else, not 
so that we are dependent on someone 
else to be our truest selves, but that we 
can be independent components of 
something wholly different and real. 
Sometimes it seems we fall in love 
with love, not the people around us. If 
we just loved the people in our days, 
each day, then we wouldn't need one 
day to make it obvious at all. 
Valentine's is a day for friends 
Maribeth Waldrep 
Opinions Writer 
As a single gal, being asked if you're 
dating anyone around Valentine's Day 
means just one thing: the assumption 
that you couldn't possibly have plans 
unless you have a boyfriend. Just last 
week, the family I babysat for con-
firmed my single status, only to pre-
sume that I was free to come over 
around 7 on the 14th. This here is but 
one example of the flaws of this poten-
tially great holiday, yet another illus-
tration of how something that's good 
in theory is not necessarily good in 
practice. 
Theoretically, Valentine's Day is a 
wonderful day to celebrate the people 
who are most special to you. Although 
this should be something we do every 
day, sometimes we do need to take a 
moment to slow down and re-priori-
tize. While I see nothing wrong with 
placing particular emphasis on rela-
tionships one day out of the year, I do 
have a problem with the fact that this 
day of love is reserved only for eros, or 
romantic love. Rather than embracing 
the opportunity to tell everyone in our 
life, from sibling to friends to profes-
sors, how much we care, we tend to set 
aside this day for only a select few who 
view themselves as being blessed by 
Fate, lucky enough to have found th"eir 
beloved. I'm not sure at what age this 
shift begins to occur, but I think we 
could definitely learn something from 
looking back on the Valentine's Day of 
ob, say, second grade, and remember-
ing how we used to celebrate. The hol-
iday was a blast back then. We spent 
time being creative, making home-
made cards out of doilies and glitter, 
and thinking about who we wanted to 
write special messages to. We told all 
Disney to blame 
-...----,~--, Jessica Knapp moVIe with spot ~olor that I was basing 
Opinions Writer my future adult life on. 
When girls grow up and become 
women, we realize that men are not 
like Eric and the Beast. They are real 
have real jobs and real responsibilities'. 
They don't sit around in a castle all day 
and try and think about ways to woo a 
woman. So when there is actually a 
day that they get a chance to do so, it is 
no wonder they get so stressed out 
about it. 
.;.;,.-.a.-_ ..... 
Valentine's Day. 
Let's face it, not 
everybody's 
favorite day. In 
fact, for the vast 
majority of single-
tons out there, 
Valentine's Day is 
just another 
excuse to order a pizza, drink an entire 
case of beer, have a good cry, and fall 
asleep watching Meg Ryan movies. If 
you are one of those people who love 
V-Day and love to celebrate it, well 
shame on you. My question is why is 
V-Day so important? I mean, why is it 
only one day out of the year it is okay 
for your significant other to show some 
emotion, or tell you that they love you? 
Why is this one day getting so many of 
us so riled up? 
Men are not completely blameless in 
this gruesome trap that Disney has laid 
for us. Show your significant other 
how you feel about them every day of 
the year. Then you won't have so much 
pressure around the 14th of February. 
And don't worry, not all of us run to 
our "little" friends a coo over our gifts. 
Now ladies, I save my harshest criti-
cisms for you. You don't have to be in 
a relationship to enjoy V-Day. In fact, 
why be in a relationship at all? If all' 
Don't always rely on men, because the vast majority of 
"fairy-tale" relationships don't work out. And if they do, 
well then you are just another two-dimensional character, 
stuck at home taking care of the kids while your prince 
goes out to hunt. 
Personally, I blame it all on Disney. 
Yes, that's right; those · childhood 
movies are to blame for the "impor-
tance" of Valentine's Day. You know I 
could take the traditional route and 
blame V-Day on greeting card compa-
nies, but that has been done before. I 
think that Disney is the origin for all of 
my problems in love, and I also think 
that they are a major reason for why V-
Day has become so important in many 
peoples lives. 
Think about the first Disney movie 
you ever saw. For me, it was The Little 
Mermaid. I used to dream about being 
Ariel and swimming around all day 
and rescuing Eric from a ship full of 
fire. And then Eric and I would go on 
a romantic carriage ride through his 
kingdom where we would dance in the 
streets and I would bathe in the light of 
the sun, and of fresh, unadulterated, 
pure and true love. That was when I 
was about six years old. Now I am 22, 
and the ·truth of the matter is, well, 
guys don't do that. In fact, guys are a 
bit more skuzzy than Prince Eric. 
Disney romanticized the idea of love 
so much for me when I was a kid, that 
I built up these impossible models of 
what love should be like. This wasn't 
reality. This was a two-dimensional 
our friends how much we liked them 
and why, even if it was because they 
always shared their smelly markers or 
pretended to be the boy when you 
played mermaids. We baked delicious 
cookies and shared them with the 
class, our teachers, and our parents, 
listening to music and having a pretty 
sweet party. Everyone was included, 
and the most important thing was 
being together and having fun. In a 
nutshell, we ate good food, hung out 
with cool people, and had fun. When 
did we stray so far away from the cele-
bration of our childhood? When did it 
become a time to compare where you 
went to dinner and how good your 
present was rather than counting how 
many good pieces of candy you ate? 
Personally, I think it's a shame that 
Valentine's Day is doomed a failure 
without a trip to an overpriced restau-
rant in a fancy new dress. Don't get me 
you are going to do is complain about a 
box of chocolates that your man got for 
you, then you are obviously not mature 
enough to be in a relationship. Have 
some confidence in yourself. You don't 
need a man. Women today are such 
amazing creatures, and yet, most of 
them don't know it. Think of how far 
we have come, as a sex, in the past 
hundred years. We hold jobs, we put' 
ourselves through college, we can have 
sex outside of wedlock and not get 
shunned out of town, we can run for 
president, we can start a revolution, 
and we can do all of this without the 
help of men. 
If Ariel had stayed under the sea, she 
would have become queen of the 
ENTIRE Ocean. And if Belle hadn't 
married the Beast, she would have 
probably been the most educated 
woman in France and cured cancer or 
something. The point I am trying to 
make is this: don't always rely on men, 
because the vast majority of "fairy-
tale" relationships don't work out. And 
if they do, well then you are just anoth-
er two-dimensional character, stuck at 
home taking care of the kids while your 
prince goes out to hunt. Use some of 
that brain; it is not just for cooking and 
changing diapers! 
wrong, I like being wined and dined as 
much as the next girl, but I just don't · 
thi~ it makes sense to judge your 
worth or date-ability on one measly 
day. In fact, I'm excited about my 
Valentine's Day, and it doesn't include 
a single man or red rose. After a few 
hours of babysitting, I have a hot date, 
or make that three hot dates, with a 
couple of my best girlfriends. So b~si-
cally I will be spending my day playmg 
with a cute kid, making money, and 
eating delicious dessert with some of 
my favorite people on the planet, all 
activities that I heartily enjoy. Sounds 
like plans to me alright, even though I 
don't have a boyfriend and will proba-
bly only get flowers from my mom. In 
my mind, I have a great day planned 
with fun activities and people I .car,e 
about. And although it is Valenti.ne s 
Day, there's nobody that can conVInce 
me that's a failure. 
a:q 
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Valentine's Day= Satan 
Jen Janes 
Opinions Editor 
Whenever I tell 
people I bate 
Valentine's Day, I 
get mixed reac-
tions. Some scowl 
and pass me a dis-
gusted sidelong 
glance with a slight 
nod in agreement. Other times, they 
cock their heads with uncomprehend-
ing puppy eyes and ask me, in an airy 
voice, "Why?" 
In the past I hated Valentine's Day 
because, as a late bloomer, I never had 
a Valentine and was openly spiteful of 
other people's artificial happiness. 
Now that this is no longer a problem, I 
hate Valentine's Day because it is con-
descending. It is condescending to 
men because it gives misguided 
women the opportunity to promote 
"perfect man" images which ultimately 
paint a picture of a spineless and teary-
eyed man whom I would not touch 
with a thirty-foot pole. It is conde-
scending to women because it gives 
misguided men the opportunity to 
assume that women's dreams are filled 
with diamonds, pink unicorns, and all 
things heart-shaped. Now, due to my 
personal bias, and the fact that this lit-
tle life lesson cannot exceed a certain 
word limit, I am going to let you know 
just how much Valentine's Day conde-
scension to women fills me with rage. 
Valentine's Day as we know it must 
have been engineered by stereotypical-
ly clueless men who assume that all 
women have nothing better to do than 
sit around with their "girlfriends" gig-
gling, and that the one conundrum of 
existence they ever contemplate is 
which gaudy and materialistic gifts 
their cheesy boyfriends intend to lav-
ish upon them. I hate to burst your 
bubble, guys, but women think about 
other things besides you. And then on 
the off occasion when women don't 
like their honies' miserably failed 
attempts at being thoughtful, men 
throw up their bands in frustration 
and cry, "What do women want?" as if 
we are cruel, unreasonable, and 
impossible to please. 
The very question "What do women 
want?" is insulting, because it implies 
that all women want the same thing. If 
we were to ask, "What do people 
want?" we would get surprisingly dif-
ferent answers, because people are 
unique, diverse, and want different 
things. Now, pay attention guys. This is 
really important: women are people. I 
hear your gasps of astonishment, but it 
is the cold, hard truth. Like people, 
women are often different from each 
other and seek different entertain-
ments, foods, clothing, decorations, 
and even male attentions. Sometimes 
women don't even like male attentions. 
Yes, it's true. 
So, since people want different 
things, women are people, and there-
fore women want different things, we 
can then accurately deduce that not all 
women want obnoxious heart-shaped 
boxes of candy (although most women 
would probably still like the candy), 
objects, whose only virtues are shini-
ness and expensiveness, cards sporting 
a fat baby shooting people (who makes 
his money the rest of the year posing 
for old lady posters and jigsaw puz-
zles), or any other generic item on the 
pink plastic edifice of nausea that is the 
world of Valentine's Day giving. 
For example, I am a woman, and I 
would not like flowers and an enor-
mous box of candy, because I'm genet-
ically predisposed to obesity and I'm 
allergic to pollen. This woman wants a 
six pack and a carton of cigarettes, with 
maybe a couple scratch tickets on the 
side. I'm classy like that. Besides, if you 
(men or women) are incapable of com-
prehending that the person you're dat-
ing is special to you if it is not 
Valentine's Day, there's a problem. In 
this way, Valentine's Day is not just 
condescending to everyone involved in 
it, but to relationships in general, 
much like ostentatious weddings. 
If you want to know what women 
want, try talking to them. Getting to 
know people is really great for finding 
out their preferences. It does wonders, 
in fact. Some women like obnoxious 
heart-shaped boxes of candy and pink 
bubble baths. Others don't. Some 
women like shiny and expensive pieces 
of useless pomposity that were mined 
by small children. Others don't. The 
point is that no day of the year should 
be dedicated to the promotion of con-
descending stereotypes, and every day 
of the year can stand to have an extra 
spark of thoughtfulness. 
Lover's quarrel raises racket on quad 
Polly Redford 
Avocado Writer 
Reports recently surfaced that a late 
night lover's quarrel in the quad 
turned violent, and authorities are 
placing blame on Valentine's Day hol-
iday stress. Allegedly, an unnamed 
freshman student was heard scream-
ing at her boyfriend around midnight, 
shortly before his final terror-filled 
scream rang out across the campus. 
Christy Forluk, a freshman from 
DeSmet, reported hearing the begin-
nings of a fight around 11:30 that 
evening. Forluk explained, "I couldn't 
bear much, but I did hear her yelling 
things like, 'I always knew you 
thought I was fat' and 'I bet you never 
gave your ex-girlfriend reduced fat 
chocolates.' That's when I knew how 
serious it was.'' 
The female student, who was later 
arrested for the brutal slaying of her 
boyfriend, a student at Mines, report-
edly chased after the young man after 
he fled the building around 11:50 p.m. 
After hurling several dozen choco-
lates after him, the remnants of which 
could be seen strewn across the side-
walk early the next morning, she 
allegedly tackled him into the grass 
outside the Student Center. 
One student, who was exiting the 
library at the time, reported hearing a 
woman's voice scream "Well at least 
I'm not too fat to kick your ass!" 
before the man's life was taken. Police 
found him in the quad, wearing dress 
pants and a tie, with a receipt from 
See's Candies in his front pocket. 
Apparently he had been suffocated 
with the plastic bubble wrap from the 
candv box, but only after being struck 
repe~tedly v,ith the thorny sterns of a 
bouquet of long stemmed roses, 
which were also found at the scene. 
In response to this great tragedy, 
Counseling Services has agreed to 
sponsor a workshop on dealing ·with 
thoughtless gifts and psychotic signif-
icant others, scheduled for next week. 
THE 
S~-VISHY 
AVO~A:l>O 
In this special double Avocado, 
our team of writers has dusted 
off their soap boxes for one of 
the most important issues in the 
history of this publication: 
exposing rhe lie that is 
Valentine's Day. With special 
ad,vice from some modern and 
historical experts, as u•ell as 
reports of thwarted Valentine's 
plans, u:e present the evidence 
for your consideration. 
-Blando 
Romantic scavenger 
hunt goes awry 
August Moore 
Avocado Writer 
For Valentine's Day this year, 
sophomore He1ena Ffunkle had no 
idea what her boyfriend, junior 
Jeffrey Link, bad in store for her. 
"He just like, um, told me that he 
would um," she explained while 
twisting her luxurious blonde locks 
between her fluorescent pink coated 
and manicured fingers, "1ike give me 
this list of instructions and then, 
yeah, I would have to um, like total-
ly hit the streets and figure out clues 
and stuff ... 
Pfunkle also explained that she 
was "totally psyched·' when Link ini-
tially proposed the idea. 
Unfortunately, due to a series of 
unplanned and horribly miscalculat-
ed steps within this "Scavenger Hunt 
for Love,·· as Link named the roman-
tic excursion, Pfunkle ended the 
night in a cold jail cell instead of the 
warm, pink and rose petal strewn 
bed her boyfriend had prepared. 
"It totally sucked," she said, deject-
edly. 
In the initial plan, Ffunkle was 
instructed to drive downtown to 
meet an "escort" at her favorite cock-
tail bar, The Pink Poodle. The escort 
would then drive her to the Cherry 
Creek Mall for an exclusive shopping 
spree at the Calvin Klein store. 
However, Pfunkle, mistaking a pimp 
for her escort, was instead taken to 
Colfax where she was instructed to 
"work her turf' and report back to 
Mr. Jingle-Jangle at the end of her 
three hour "shift.~ 
Despite not getting any customers, 
Pfunkle was arrested, after standing 
around for t\:vo hours and forty-five 
minutes, for illegal prostitution and 
subsequently taken to jail. 
"But Jeff like totally paid my bail,·· 
Pfunkle said v,ith a sneer, then ask-
ing, ··what? At least he's good for 
something." 
Sadly, the couple closed their rela-
tionship shortly before ending the 
awk\·rnrd ride home from prison, a 
ride, which Link explained, was per-
forated by incessant sobbing, wild 
screeching monosyllables, and dis-
turbing (yet enticing) tales of poten-
tial customers. 
Dear Paris. 
After figuring out my personal life, I 
have realized that I am ready for a 
relationship. My problem seems to be 
getting men to notice me. How do 
you get all the guys to pay attention to 
you? 
Looking for some love. 
Dear Looking, 
OMG. It is so simple. If there is one 
thing I have learned over the years, it 
is, like, not to be afraid of who you 
are. And by this, well I mean every-
where. The simple way to draw a guys 
attention is to not wear any under-
wear. Then, they \\ill come over and 
get your digits, and girlfriend, you are 
like so totally having the ball in your 
court. 
Now, when they do call you, it is like 
very important not to answer. 
Because being unavailiable so totally 
turns guys on, it is like they are in it 
for the hunt or something. O.MG, and 
never return a phone call right away. 
My friend Nicole Richie did it, and 
now look where she is: poppin · out 
babies and FAT. EWW!!! 
OK, so you may be asking yourself, 
"Like what happens when you actual-
ly go out bn a date?., Well, the first 
thing that is most important, make 
sure you look hot. I'm thinking short 
mini, with high heels, a cute 
Chihuahua on your arm, OMG, the 
date is totally in the bag. Now, the 
next and possibly most important 
thing to wear on your date is under-
wear that looks good in nignY vision. 
You never know where you could end 
up, and night vision is so in right now, 
you would be a fool not to have some-
thing that like glows in the dark. 
Those are my best tips for getting a 
guy to notice you. They have never 
failed for me, and I know they wont 
fail for you. 
Kisses, 
Dear Mr. Rex, 
I met this great older girl, and I 
wanted to make her my Valentine, so 
I killed her husband and threw him in 
a ditch. But whenever I take her out, 
crops start drying up, livestock die, 
women become infertile, and this 
blind guy keeps trying to get money 
out ofrne. ½1hat should I do? 
Lovesick Monarchal Hopeful 
Dear Lovesick. 
First of all, blind guys only want 
your money when they tell you some-
thing you don't want to hear. 
Secondly, you should make sure that 
your new Valentine isn't your mother. 
Women are sensitive, so finding out 
that she has inbred babies will make 
her a cold, dead date, if you catch my 
drift. If she is your mother, you . 
should break the news to her softly, 
but only after you have made an 
appropriate V-Day gift swap: a small 
vial of poison for her, and a long white 
cane for you. -Oedipus Rex 
f 'I I ... f' I ,. 
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An· 'unmasked' self for your Lenten journey 
Ann E. Williams faces with large masks; masks that What mask are you wearing right a paper-thm ~ospital gown, there was 
University Minister covered the actor's entire head and now? How is it hiding who you really no place to hide-any amount of pre-
for Ecumenical and Interfaith made the person underneath totally are? tense was a sh_am and she knew it. 
Outreach unrecognizable; masks that had one Once, when I was a chaplain in Hele~ was, m th_at moment, radiant-
emotion or expression carved into Chicago, I had the privilege of meeting ly beautiful. Sh~ kind of basked_ in the 
I'll be honest. This gospel passage them and painted on them for the a total stranger who wasn't wearing a release that pam_ and for awhile the 
from Matthew has always confused whole play. Now what Matthew is say- single mask. Even though my room ~as filled with her truth and vul-
ing makes a little more sense. I bet you encounter with Helen only lasted nerability and long-held sorrow and 
know something about masks-I know about 30 minutes, it is a vivid memory Helen's real, unmasked self took my 
I do-they're all around us. because it is a rare thing indeed to breath aw~y. I almost didn't know 
me. 
Maybe not the passage in and of 
itself, but I've always been confused as 
to why this particular passage is 
assigned for Ash Wednesday. 
Matthew, as Matthew is prone to do 
ing in his gospel, is speaking out 
against empty faith. Only hypocrites, 
he says, pray on the street corner for all 
to see-making a show of their piety in 
public. Only hypocrites brag about 
their fasting, their giving and their 
faith. 
If Matthew were here today he might 
say something like, "Don't stand in the 
middle of the quad and shout about 
how righteous you think you are. The 
attention and praise you get from oth-
ers will be your only reward. God is not 
impressed." 
Here's where my confusion comes 
in. We read this section of Matthew 
every year on Ash Wednesday and then 
what do we do? We put a big black 
cross on your forehead and send you 
back to work or to class and make it 
really obvious-really public-who 
exactly has been to church and who 
has not. You don't have to shout any-
thing because that cross does all of the 
talking for you. A mark of ashes for all 
to see on the middle of your face isn't 
exactly like going to your room, shut-
ting the door and praying in secret. 
But thankfully, and as always, the 
Bible has more to say than meets the 
eye. 
The Greek word Matthew uses for 
"hypocrite" has the same root as the 
Greek word for "actor." Actors in 
ancient Greek theatre covered their 
We live in a culture that offers us all meet someone so honestly and so what to do m the presence of so much 
kinds of masks-all kinds of ways to immediately. unbidden honesty. 
cover ourselves up. Not only are we When I walked into Helen's hospital I think somewhere deep inside, when 
offered masks, but whole veils, room she was resting on her bed with we go into our rooms and shut the 
facades, backdrops, and systems that her short, white hair bent every which door, we know we can't hide either. A 
come ready-to-wear with set and way from sleep. She opened her eyes, cross of ashes symbolizes our mortali-
scenery included. asked me to sit down and took my ty, our limited nature, our brokenness 
We wear these masks-sometimes hand in hers-I should have known and our vulnerability. The gift of that 
without even knowing it-and most of then what I was in for. I found out that cross is that for one day out of the year 
the time we think that they are real. Helen was 90 years old and was under- we stop pretending and wear a mark of 
Most of the time we are tempted into going some tests. I asked her how she our human frailty on the outside for all 
believing that the world of eternal was feeling about being in the hospital to see. 
youth and flawless beauty is the real and she answered me with this story. Today we can't hide from God or 
world; the world where we are con- When Helen was a young woman others or even ourselves. We might 
vinced that the airbrushed bodies of and newly married she was trilled to think it is sad or scary or even a little 
cover models are actually attainable discover that she was pregnant. She bit morbid to hear the words "you are 
and a sign of self-discipline, health and lived in a small town and her husband dust and to dust you shall return" but 
status. travelled most of the week for his job. those words are, above all, true. 
Most of the time we are lulled One day the local doctor came by to say God meticulously made you from 
through envy and entertainment into hello, stayed for a cup of tea and asked the dust of creation and to that Creator 
being the kind of community that how she was feeling. When she said you will one day return. The good news 
knows more about Angelina Jolie and that she hadn't been feeling well he this Lenten season is that this fragile 
Brad Pitt or Meredith and McDreamy placed his hand on her belly, got out and uncertain life is held not in your 
than we do about the family who lives his stethoscope and told her without hands, not in what you do or don't do, 
next door, the person who always sits ceremony or feeling that her baby had not in the face you present to the world 
at the back of the classroom, or the col- died in utero. and certainly not in the false hopes and 
league in the same department. Helen was, at that point, 8 months promises of the masks we so often 
Most of the time we are persuaded along in her pregnancy. Then the doc- wear. This fragile and uncertain life is 
that what we are really hungry for is tor walked out ·of her front door and held instead in God's gracious and 
wealth and luxury, Botox, sculpted abs, left her all alone. Helen looked at me gentle hands-it always has been and it 
nice cars and a winning lottery ticket. with tears in her eyes and said, "I've always will be. There is no where to 
And most of the time we are lured into never told anyone that story before. I hide, no reason to fear and no need to 
thinking that we have to be as witty think 65 years is too long to pretend I be anything but who you are. 
and pretty as our Facebook profiles, or don't miss my child every day, don't No matter how you are tempted, 
we feel that no matter what is really you?" And I agreed. 65 years was too there is life and light in this wilderness 
going on in our lives, the correct long. As Helen lay there with her white and God's call is always the same. 
answer to the question, "How are hair and her wrinkled hands, covered "Return to me." 
you?" is always, always, "fine." in standard-issue bleached sheets and 
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Students share perspectives 
Black History Month 
on 
Kerry Grady 
Staff Reporter 
When asked, "How close are we to 
reaching Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s 
dream of the 'promised land?'" faculty, 
staff and students who attended the 
Div:rsity Dialoguel "What did Martin 
Luther King See at the Mountaintop 
and Why Can't We Get There?" on Jan. 
22 generally agreed that we are mak-
in~ some progress on achieving racial 
equality, but there is much work to 
done. Black History Month recognizes 
the achievements and progress that 
African Americans have made in socie-
ty. It acknowledges a history of racial 
prejudice and discrimination but at the 
same time celebrates diversity, culti-
vates black self-esteem, and promotes 
awareness. 
Black History Month also aims to 
remember important people and 
events in the history of African 
American culture. Leaders such as 
Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcom X 
have worked towards the promotion of 
social justice and equality and serve as 
role models for today's youth. 
Black history month was established 
by Carter G. Woodson 1926 as Negro 
History Week and later became a 
month-long celebration in 1976. 
Prior to 1976, history books contained 
little information about black history. 
Black History Month has helped vent discrimination and racial-injus-
emphasize a more holistic education. tice. Members of the movement are 
"Black history is American history," students of all ages and ethnicities who 
says Craig Hale, a freshman at Regis. engage in tutoring, demonstrations, 
"It's important for people to be educat- the Marade, and the Dr. Martin Luther 
ed about black history because it is King Jr. speech featured on campus. 
vital aspect of American culture. "It's important to recognize and 
Without black influence, American honor the people who fought to get us 
society wouldn't be where it is today." where we are now," says multi-ethnic 
"There's more to black history than junior Nia Ingram. "If it wasn't for 
just hip-hop and BET," says Jumoke them, I wouldn't even be at Regis!" 
Emery, a junior at Regis. "Black She also says that it's important for 
History Month highlights the impor- people to get involved in Black History 
tant achievements and contributions Month activities such as the Marade. 
that blacks have made to society." He Jade Moore, a freshman a Regis 
believes that many of these contribu- believes that "black history isn't some-
"There' s more to black history than just hip-hop and 
BET," says Jumoke Emery, a junior at Regis. "Black 
History Month highlights the important achievements 
and contributions that blacks have made to society." 
tions are shown through the great 
sense of community unity that is pres-
ent in African-American culture. He 
also believes that cultural contribu-
tions such as gospel church services 
and jazz have positively influenced 
American society. 
Emery is the president of a new club 
on campus called "The Movement." 
The Movement's mission is two-fold: 
to educate students about social issues 
and inspire them to take action to pre-
thing that should just be celebrated in 
a month. It should be acknowledged 
all year round." 
With campus programs such as "The 
Movement" as well as dedicated stu-
dents and professors to promoting 
racial justice and social equality, this 
shouldn't be hard for the Regis com-
munity. 
"Come Walk In My Shoes" reveals struggles of 
Civil Rights Movement 
Angelia Shugarts curiosity and others interest, some 
Staff Reporter came for a little more education. 
In honor of MLK week, Emmy 
award-winning filmmaker Robin 
Smith showcased her documentary 
Come Walk In My Shoes. The film 
illustrated that "segregation was real." 
Students gathered in the dining hall on 
Tuesday night, Jan. 22, to hear the 
story of Congressman John Lewis' 
1960s civil rights experience. 
Freshman Katie Rosenheim learned 
about the civil rights issues in high 
school but wanted to "learn more than 
[she] did." She figured "this was a good 
movie to learn from." 
The film itself transitioned back and 
forth between John Lewis' reflections 
and teachings in the First Baptist 
Church to actual footage from the civil 
rights movement. 
According to Smith, "Lewis was 15 
years old when he first heard Dr. 
King's voice on the radio" and from 
ophy of nonviolence was Dr. King's 
underlying message. 
Applying that way of thinking to 
their actions, followers like Lewis 
riever gave up the fight. Government 
authorities could not deny their rights 
as humans or their dignity while 
exhibiting nonviolence. It was a more 
than just a philosophy for Dr. King and 
his supporters; it was a tool that even-
tually morally disarmed government 
authorities for segregation. 
According to Smith, Dr. King and 
Lewis' use of non-violence is the "way 
we all want to be treated-with love and 
Today, Lewis guides members of 
Congress on a pilgrimage to Biloxi, 
Mississippi and Birmingham, Alabama 
where segregation was most promi-
nent and where "there was so much 
hate and so much fear." 
Smith founded Video/ Action pro-
duction company in 1990. Although 
Smith did not set out to make the film, 
claiming "the film found me," she 
spent the next four years filming, edit-
ing and promoting the film. Smith says 
her motivation for the film was "to cast 
a light on John Lewis" and reveal the 
impact MLK had on his life. 
Smith concluded: "The civil rights movement is 
not just Black History-its American History." 
Curious students were excited to see 
what the film was all about. Talk 
around campus and in the classrooms 
drew students' attendance. 
Sophomore Rachael Broome expect-
~d the film "to be really interesting and 
informative." Although Broome was 
not fully aware of what the film was 
about, she knew that she had to be 
there. 
On the other hand, sophomore 
Jennifer Schultz had heard of film 
before, and expected it to be "an eye 
opening experience." 
. According to Schultz, the Civil 
Rights Movement was important 
because in the film "it shows how the 
leaders of our states were affected by 
it." 
While some gathered for mere 
then on Lewis worked side by side with 
Dr. King during the Civil Rights 
Movement. The inspiration Dr. King 
had on Lewis yielded his participation 
in the pilgrimage and the movement 
itself. 
Violent injustices during the move-
ment were numerous and undeniably 
inhumane. Young students protesting 
in the streets were met with fire hoses 
that forcefully shoved their bodies sev-
eral feet across the rough pavem~nt. 
Men, women, and children ~rotestm.g 
in marches were even met with physi-
cally aggressive police dogs. . 
Within the movie, many emotional 
and powerful scenes revealed th_e 
struggle, the courage, and the deternu-
nation black youth had to stand up ~~r 
the injustices that affected many citi-
zens. . 
Police brutality, white supremacy 
philosophies, and acts of viole°:ce lin-
gered in the Southern states ~w:ing.the 
movement. Nonetheless, the lilJUSti~ 
of those acts did not combat the no.nVI-
olent actions of protestors. The philos-
respect for all." 
She also stated that Come Walk in 
My Shoes vividly illustrates how 'turn-
ing the other cheek' can draw the ugli-
ness of hatred and bigotry out into the 
open." 
As Lewis says in·the film: "The cam-
eras were there. People saw it and they 
didn't like it." The film, though difficult 
for some to watch at times, brought the 
horrific yet truthful realities of the 
Civil Rights Movement into the light 
for the public. 
The film, according to Smith, was "a 
story of someone [our] age" that made 
a difference in the movement. 
Smith hopes her film would be seen 
three times "first in middle school 
when you are first learning about Rosa 
Parks and Martin Luther King; then in 
high school when the idea of going on 
an actual pilgrimage seems kinda 
cool-and again in college." 
Smith concluded: "The civil rights 
movement is not just Black History-
its American History." 
Highlander 7 
Tax assistance 
services available 
for Regis 
community 
Aaron Mejia 
RUSGA Director of Finance 
Yes, it is tax time, already. For some 
of you this could be a euphoric time 
and for others: disastrous. Knowing 
whether you are completing your taxes 
correctly to claim those benefits and 
deduct some expenses, the tax jargon 
can become a bit overwhelming. That 
is why a Regis University accounting 
class has taken action through the 
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax 
Assistance) program sponsored by the 
IRS. 
For Regis University student body 
and the surrounding neighborhood, 
these young men and women will file 
your taxes for free. The only require-
ment is that one's annual earned 
income must be less than $40,000. 
Overseeing the program are Regis 
professors and tax professionals Matt 
Daly, assistant professor of Business, 
and Tom Edmonds, associate profes-
sor of Business. 
"[The tax assistance program] goes 
way back. Regis has done this for about 
two decades. We just haven't done it in 
a couple of years," recounts Daly. 
At first, most difficultly came with 
learning the tax software. However, 
the students overcame any such prob-
lems with utmost enthusiasm. When 
asked about the tax program, student 
Donny Montoya exclaims "Its Ballin'! 
Although it was nerve-racking the first 
time filing taxes, it soon became easi-
" er. .., 
People with an income of fess ffian 
$40,000 are invited to make use of the 
free service. Clients are asked to bring 
the tax information forms provided by 
their employers (such as W-2 and 
1099s); the previous year's tax return; 
ID; proof of other income and deduc-
tions; and proof of account (such as a 
voided check) for direct deposit of 
income. All filings will be done elec-
tronically. 
Assistance will be available 9 a.m. 
to noon Saturdays, February 16, March 
1 and March 15; and 6-8 p.m. 
Tuesdays, January 29, February 5, and 
February 12, and March 11. 
All sessions will take place in Carroll 
Hall Lab C (in the basement of Carroll 
Hall), with four stations available to 
help people at any one time. No 
appointment is necessary. 
interested in 
journalism? 
Consider joining the Highlander 
staff for 2008-2009! 
We are loo king for staff 
reporters, writers, photogra-
phers, and individuals profi-
cient in layout and grahpic 
design. Workstudy positio ns 
are available. 
Questions? 
Contact Maricor Coquia, editor-in-
chief, at regishighlander.com 
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RANGER BASKETBALL 
Katie Simons 
Sports Information Graduate 
Assistant 
In a back and forth battle against 
cross-town rival Metro State, the 
Rangers found a way to win despite 
being outscored 42-36 in the second 
half. A steal by Jenny Vieira (Jr., 
Aurora, Colo.) with 23 seconds left in 
the game sealed the win for RU 78-74. 
and a lay up from Vieira. Seitz then 
drained the equalizing jumper with 
4:15 left in the game. 
After Metro State was whistled for an 
offensive foul Burley found her way to 
the hoop giving RU the lead back but 
once again Metro answered draining 
two free throws tying the game at 66 a 
piece. 
Then Paulina Tuell (Jr., Springfield, 
Mo.) took over scoring the Rangers 
A critical substitution put Vieira back in the game stealing 
the ball from Paige Powers when Metro State was in strik-
ing distance of tying the game back up once again. 
The Rangers came out firing as they 
opened the game on a 27-10 run. RU 
hit seven three point baskets in the 
first 8 minutes to give them the com-
manding lead. RU pushed their lead 
out to 20 points but the Roadrunners 
cut the lead to 10 with a 12-2 run to 
end the first half of play. 
Despite shooting just 33.3 percent 
from the field in the second half, Metro 
State dominated the boards to get 
themselves back into the game. In the 
second half the Roadrunners grabbed 
13 offensive rebounds and scored 14 
second chance points. 
A three by Paige Powers put the 
Rangers lead at just seven with 14:17 
left in the game and Stevi Seitz (Sr., 
Golden Valley, Minn.) answered with a 
lay up pushing the lead back to nine. 
Then Metro State began to heat up 
·th a three bv Stephanie Sauter at the 
~ 4 ark ~lowed b} a Ashley 
Mickens lay up with 9:28 on the clock 
and the Roadrunners found them-
selves down by just one at 56-55. 
Then the Roadrunners would grab 
their first lead of the game. Ashley 
Mickens was fouled and knocked down 
both free throws to give MSCD a two 
point lead with 7=01 left in the game. 
This was the beginning of a 6-o run for 
the Roadrunners which gave them a 
six point lead at just under the six 
minute mark. 
The Rangers quickly tied the game 
at 64-64 with a Breanne Burley (Sr., 
Kent, Wash.) lay up followed by a steal 
next four points giving them a four 
point lead with 2:45 remaining. Ashley 
Mickens came right back knocking 
down the jumper and RU's lead was 
just two at 70-68. 
The Rangers then got one of the 
biggest three point baskets of the game 
as Lauren Luebbe (So., Rochester, 
Minn.) hit one of her four three point-
ers on the night with 1:41 on the clock 
to give the Rangers a five point lead. 
Two straight turnovers by RU 
allowed Metro State to capitalize as 
Mickens converted one of two free 
throws and then came up with a steal 
on the inbounds pass that led to two 
more points. A jumper by Carolyn 
Dennee kept it close as the Rangers 
clung to a one point lead with just 48 
seconds remaining. 
A critical substitution put Vieira back 
in the game stealing the ball from 
Paige Powers when Metro State was in 
striking distance of tying the game 
back up once again. Breanne Burley 
was also key making a lay up with 33 
seconds left to increase the lead to two 
points she then knocked down three of 
her four free throws in the waning sec-
onds to hold off the Roadrunners. 
The Rangers were out-rebounded 
37-30 and gave up 18 offensive 
rebounds but shot incredibly well. 
They finished the game shooting 55.8 
percent. RU attempted 13 more field 
goals then MSCD and knocked down 
13 three point baskets in the game. 
Three RU starters finished the game 
a 
Senior guard Breanne Burley posted her first double-double of the season as she 
scored 17 points and dished out 10 assists in last week's game against rival Metro 
State. She went 6-for-12 from the field and added five rebounds. 
in double figures as Seitz led the way 
with a career-high 24 points. She was 
10-for-13 from the field and 4-of-6 
from the three point line while she 
grabbed nine rebounds and added 
three steals. 
Burley posted her first double-dou-
ble of the season as she scored 17 
points and dished out 10 assists. She 
went 6-for-12 from the field and added 
five rebounds. 
Luebbe rounded things out with 16 
points of her own. She was 6-for-8 
from the field and 4-for-5 from the 
three point line. 
Regis men take tough loss to Metro 2nd-half stride 
not enough to 
defeat CCU Kerry Grady Staff Writer 
On Friday, Feb. 8, in a very "pink-
filled" Field house, the Regis 
University men's basketball team bat-
tled cross town rivals, the Metro-State 
Roadrunners. 
The game, which was themed "think 
pink" in order to raise awareness for 
breast cancer, was sponsored by on-
campus club "Choices." Despite this 
hard fought battle, the Rangers fell to 
the Roadrunners with a disappointing 
score of 73-55. 
"We need to make sure that we play 
hard from the very beginning of the 
game, not when we are down by 10," 
says junior forward, James Bulluck. 
The Rangers only lead, 8-7, was at four 
minutes as the Roadrunners continued 
to dominate the scored board. The half 
time score was 35-25. 
The Roadrunner's tough 2-3 zone 
defense forced the Rangers to the 
perimeter limiting leading scorer 
Geremey Gibson to only 7 points and 4 
rebounds. Penetration by Gabriel 
Green opened up shots for teammates 
James Bulluck and Andy Pokorny. 
Bulluck made five three-point baskets 
and finished with 21 points. Pokorny 
added 12 points. 
In the second half the Rangers made 
aggressive strides but could only come 
within seven points of the 
Roadrunners. 
The Rangers took care of the ball 
and ended with only 8 turnovers 
despite Metro's tough 2-2-1 press. 
However, they were out rebounded by 
Metro 40-27. 
"We played with a lack of intensity," 
said Green. "We were out worked." In 
addition, the Ranger shot 40% from 
the free throw line completing nine of 
22 shots. 
"It was one of those nights" com-
mented Bulluck. The Rangers knew 
that they would have to up their level 
of play in order to take on East 
Division leader Colorado Christian the 
following night. 
Photo by Brett Stakelin 
The Ranger men played hard against 
Metro-State this past Friday, Feb. 8. But 
it wasn't enough to secure a win. ABOVE: 
Jr. guard Gabriel Green makes a flying 
pass down court as a Metro player heeds 
the fall. 
Kerry Grady 
Staff Writer 
Saturday, Feb. 9 marked the last 
home game for the Regis University 
men's basketball team. Regis will play 
its next four league games on the road. 
The Rangers honored their four sen-
iors: Geremey Gibson, Tony Cornejo, 
Trevor Steege, and Adam Vaden. 
"Senior night makes it a very emo-
tional game" said Gibson. "But we 
were ready for it and excited to get out 
there and play hard." 
The game was played in front of a 
packed Field house, as Regis welcomed 
Alumni to the game and fellow stu-
dents supported the Rangers, especial-
ly the seniors. 
Despite the positive support, the 
Rangers lost to the visiting Colorado 
Christian Cougars 69-60 with a great 
2nd half effort. 
See CCU on next page 
II 
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RANGER SOFTBALL 
Softball off to strong start in Pueblo 
J{atie Simons 
Sports Information Graduate 
Assistant 
The Regis University women's soft-
ball team posted a Sun~y sweep ~th 
a s-2 win over Fort Lewis and 9-3 vic-
tory over host team CSU-Pueblo. 
In game one against Fort Lewis RU 
did their damage in the first inning 
scoring four runs. The Rangers added 
one more run in the third and solid 
defense held the Skyhawks scoreless 
for the first three innings. 
Christine Gardella (Sr., Arvada, 
Colo.) started the game with a lead off 
walk and found herself in scoring posi-
tion after stealing second. A Jamie 
Winsor (Fr., Fort Collins, Colo.) single 
then drove in Gardella giving RU the 1-
0 lead. 
Two wild pitches put runners in scor-
ing position with Winsor on third and 
Jacki Martinez (Jr., Arvada, Colo.) on 
second after she drew a walk. This set 
up Amber Sivetts (Sr., Lakewood, 
Colo.) as she doubled to center field 
pushing the lead to 3-0 for the 
Rangers. Emily Anderson (Fr., 
Florissant, Mo.) would finish the 
inning off with an RBI single and the 
Rangers never relinquished their lead. 
Sara Baumberger (Fr., Arvada, Colo.) 
earned her first collegiate win as she 
went four innings allowing just one 
run on three hits and striking out three 
batters. Bianca Holley (Fr., Arvada, 
Colo.) helped secure the win as she 
pitched the last three innings giving up 
just one run on two hits and striking 
out two. 
In game two it was the home team 
CSU-Pueblo who got on the board first 
scoring two runs in the first inning. A 
scoreless second by both teams then 
followed but the Rangers bats came up 
big in the top of the third with four 
runs. 
Tasha Garza (So., LaSalle, Colo.) 
drew a lead off walk and would come in 
to score the first run of the inning after 
an RBI single by Gardella to left field. 
Then RU used their speed on the 
bases as Winsor singled advancing 
Gardella to second. Then Winsor stole 
second and Gardella stole third. 
Chelsie Rademacher's (Sr., Frederick, 
Colo.) RBI single brought home 
Gardella. The next two runs for RU 
would be a result of an error by the 
Thunderwolves scoring both Winsor 
and Rademacher. 
CSU-Pueblo was shutout the next 
three innings and the Rangers scored 
five runs in the final three innings to 
run away with the game. Anderson's 
two-run single in the fifth, a Wmsor 
double in the sixth, and a two run 
home run in the 7th by Sivetts did the 
Thunderwolves in. 
Kaitlyn Gentert (Sr., Berthoud, 
Colo.) pitched her second complete 
game and earned her second win of the 
year. In seven innings of work she 
allowed just three runs on seven hits 
and struck out five. 
Winsor finished the day with a dou-
ble and two RBIs as she was 4-for-8 
from the plate. Anderson posted three 
RBIs and Sivetts added four RBIs, a 
home run, and a double. As a team the 
Rangers combined for six doubles, a 
triple and three home runs on the 
weekend. The Rangers also stole seven 
bases while Gardella was a 4-for-4 on 
her attempts. 
The Rangers record now stands at 4-
1 as they will head to Angelo State 
University for a tournament next 
weekend. RU will start the weekend 
with a game on Friday, February 15th 
against Cameron University at 11:00 
am. 
RU softball goes 4-1 in CSU-Pueblo tournament 
Katie Simons 
Sports Information Graduate 
Assistant 
The Regis women's softball team got 
off to a strong start winning two games 
at the CSU-Pueblo Tournament on 
Saturday. RU's bats were strong win-
ning games against UC-Colorado 
Springs and Metro State 7-2 while they 
fell 7-1 to Fort Hays State. 
In game one against RMAC favorite 
UC-Colorado Springs the Rangers got 
three runs in the third and four in the 
fourth to come out on top with the 7-2 
victory. 
The Mountain Lions grabbed the 
early 2-0 lead as a result of Ranger 
errors in the first inning. In the top of 
the third Christine Gardella (Sr., 
Arvada, Colo.) led with a home run. An 
error by UCCS brought in Alisa 
Heronema (Fr., Berthoud, Colo.) and 
Chelsie Rademacher (Sr., Frederick, 
Colo.) to give the Rangers the 3-2 lead. 
In the fourth Amber Aragon-Autobee 
(Fr., Pueblo, Colo.) was hit by a pitch 
and then advanced to third on a single 
by Gardella. A Heronema single 
brought Aragon-Autobee home and 
RU increased their lead to 4-2. 
Rademacher then capped the inning 
off with her first career home run, a 
three run shot that give RU the 7-2 vic-
tory. 
Kaityln Gentert (Sr., Berthoud, 
Colo.) earned her first win of the sea-
son pitching a complete game while 
allowing just two runs on three hits 
and striking out four batters. 
After a difficult outing in game two 
against Fort Hays, the Rangers bats 
came alive again in a 7-2 victory over 
Metro State. This time it was a five run 
fifth inning that was the difference. 
A Jacki Martinez (Jr., Arvada, Colo.) 
double to left center broke the inning 
open scoring three runs. An RBI single 
by Jamie Winsor (Fr., Fort Collins, 
Colo.), and a sacrifice fly by Amber 
Sivetts (Sr., Lakewood, Colo.) added 
two more runs in the inning. The 
Rangers would add an insurance run 
in the sixth on an RBI triple by Winsor. 
Bianca Holley (Fr., Arvada, Colo.) 
earned her first collegiate win pitching 
a complete game allowing just two 
runs on five hits and striking out 
seven. 
Martinez had an excellent day at the 
plate as she went 5-for-9 with three 
RBIs and two doubles. Gardella was 5-
for-12 with a double, a home run and 
an RBI. Rademacher had three hits 
including a three run home run and 
four RBIs. Winsor was impressive in 
her Ranger debut with two hits, a triple 
and three RBIs. 
Highlander 9 
CCU from previous page 
The Cougars took control of the 
game early and raced off to a lead of 
14-7 at the 8 minute mark. It looked as 
if it was going to be a disappointing 
repeat of the night before with a half-
time scored of 41-26. 
However, in the 2nd half the 
Rangers came out with a bang. The 
Rangers had a 13-2 run to begin the 
half and only missed one shot in their 
first 8 attempts. They cut the lead 
down to 2 points on 3 different occa-
sions. They outscored the Cougars in 
the 2nd half 34-28. 
Andy Pokorny made 6 out of 9 2nd 
half three pointers and finished with a 
career-high 25 points. Geremey 
Gibson finished with 15 points and six 
rebounds. Gibson and Pokorny were 
the only two Regis players to finish 
with double figures. 
However, the Cougars executed 
some timely jumpers and made clutch 
free throws to secure the nine point 
victory. 
"I'm proud of the guys" said Coach 
Porter. "They came out and worked 
hard." 
The Rangers are now 8-7 in the 
RMAC 13-10 overall. The Rangers will 
play UCCS at 8 PM on Feb. 12 in 
Colorado Springs. "Our next four 
games are all going to be tough but 
we're going to come out and work," 
says Coach Porter. 
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THURSDAY THRILLS UPDATE 
Brett Stakelin 
Photography Editor 
This week's Thrills was not your grandmother's Bingo Night. Dozens of prizes 
were given away to the estimated 250 people in attendance, packing the dining 
hall. The big prizes were of a 'spring break' theme, including an iPod, digital 
camera, and the grand prize of round trip plane tickets to any destination in the 
USA Next week's thrill is a special Valentine's Day outing to the Boulder Dinner 
Theater for a viewing of Little Shop of Horrors. 
'-Bluebird' provides laid-back 
atmosophere, The Fray concert 
a success 
Amber Alarid 
Staff Writer 
In a recent special event, The Fray 
sold out one of Denver's most historic 
sites, The Bluebird theatre, located on 
East Colfax between Adams and Cook. 
Once a movie theatre in the early 
1900s, today The Bluebird provides 
intimate settings for concerts, and 
cheap tickets that make big name, and 
local bands alike accessible to those on 
a limited budget...i.e. most college stu-
dents. 
The 500 capacity theatre features a 
large amount of open space. Combined 
with the general admission-style tick-
ets, early birds are able to get exciting-
ly close seats within inches of their 
favorite performer(s). 
Those arriving late, however, 
the like. And even with the band's 
growing fame, Slade expressed his 
nervousness, even showing some frus-
tration when asking someone else to 
tune his guitar. Slade resassured the 
audience: "Just keep thinking, some-
thing great is coming." 
There's just something about the 
theatre, where you'll feel as if the band 
consisted of someone you know from 
class, your neighbor, or friend down 
the street. What has the potential to be 
a formal, blown out concert becomes 
comfortably down-to-earth. And 
undoubtedly, this laid back vibe trans-
lates into a laid-back show, where 
bands also feel comfortable and wel-
come, and where fans like myself, con-
tinue to return to The Bluebird for a 
quality show. 
A.few tips, though, for those who 
And talk about affordable. The Fray concert cost only 
$10 to attend and allowed fans to hear songs not yet 
out for release. 
shouldn't worry either. All concert 
goers have the choice of watching the 
concert from another of the two levels, 
or the balcony that allows for a view of 
the entire theatre. 
And talk about affordable. The 
Fray concert cost only $10 to attend 
and allowed fans to hear songs not yet 
out for release. The band is expected to 
release a new album sometime this fall. 
Personally, being there felt like I had 
snuck into the band's rehearsal, with 
about 499 other people. The band 
talked to the audience so casually, 
even pointing out close friends during 
the show. 
Singer and piano player for the 
band, Isaac Slade, for instance, 
addressed the audience with such a 
friendly demeanor while preparing to 
perform the last song--asking how was 
everyone's day, and other questions of 
plan to attend a concert at The 
Bluebird: Check ahead of time to see 
what the rules are about cameras. If 
the show doesn't allow for it, don't 
bring it! Security will be on high alert if 
anyone even appears to be taking a pic-
ture with a cell phone. 
Overall, The Bluebird is a great 
opportunity to enjoy a night on the 
town, while experiencing one of 
Denver's most historic venues that still 
manages to keep everything pretty hip. 
Upcoming shows include The Black 
Lips on Feb. 16, Horror Pops on Feb. 
22, Missy Higgins on Mar. 4, and 
Ingrid Michaelson on April 4 . 
For more shows, check out the offi-
cial Bluebird concert listing website 
http://www.bluebirdtheater.net/cal-
endar.php?eventlisting=o. 
Source www.theurbanbrain.com 
The Fray was formed in 2002, and currently consists of I SI d ( ocals d 
· ) J Kin (gui d saac a e v an piano , oe . g tar an vocals), Dave Welsh (guitar), and Ben Wysocki (drums 
and percussion). The group recently performed at The Bl bird th Din t 
all three nights. ue eatre, se g ou 
l? 
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Shy Guy's Weekly 
Ski Food Review 
Breckenridge's Sub Fusion 
Brett Stakelin 
Photography 
Editor 
Meatball Sub • 
This week's out-
ing landed me in 
wonderful 
Breckenridge, 
Colorado. The 
~un was out and the pow was fresh, so 
it was no surprise a morning's worth of 
turns left me hungry for something 
warm and delicious. 
Last winter I had enjoyed some won-
derful subs at the Sub Fusion 
Restaurant atop Peak 8 so I thought 
I'd h ' ead back for another great meal. 
Last year's sub must have been so 
good that I forgot what I had actually 
tdered. The meatballs looked legit, so 
opted for what looked to be a tasty 
option. 
F . As with every sub made at Sub 
USion, the chef built my sandwich and 
~ut it through one of those conveyor 
. elt-style ovens to melt the cheeses 
into a mess of yummy goodness. 
th 
As I started to eat the sub I realized 
at· d ' it efinitely was not the one I had 
RATING SYSTEM: • • 
Bad 
previously ordered, particularly 
because I was inconvenienced by the 
meatballs falling out of the bun. That 
aside, I kept eating. The bread was 
awfully doughy, even having gone 
through the toaster, which should have 
made my sandwich a lot tastier with its 
crispy-textured goodness. But clearly, 
that was not the case. The -meatballs 
had this gnarly vibe to them. There 
was an odd taste that I couldn't figure 
out; I hope it wasn't spoiled meat. 
All in all, the sub finished worse than 
it started, and that was only the begin-
ning. 
As in other reviews, I like to include 
the food's ability to not make one nau-
seous when heading back to the slopes 
after lunch. For this part, I would give 
the sub very low marks, for I indeed 
felt some abdominal discomfort when 
I got back to le shreddage-o-pow. For 
being filling, I'll give it a bonus point 
and raise it to a slightly-more-rad-
than-lame blue square. 
Brett 'Shy Guy' Stakelin is Regis' own 
ski food connoisseur. Stay tuned for 
more of Brett's ski-slope dining 
adventures. 
•• 
Good 
• •• 
Excellent 
HOROSCOPES 
By Jen Janes, Jacqueline Kharouf, Jess Knapp, & Maribeth Waldrep 
.••••..................••..•.•......•••.•..•..... ~~~.~(~ .. ~~ .. 
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY: 
Your ~alentine's Day plans will go horribly awry when your romantic dinner 
turns mto a police raid. Next time leave the sandwich baggie full of powdered 
sugar at home. 
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Instead of giving your 
Valentine a handful of 
loose change and a 
dirty rag you found 
behind the couch, the stars suggest, 
despite their better judgment, that 
you should saunter up to your darling 
and say, "Hey, baby, 
• ....,.. I'm your Valentine's 
Day gift." 
Aquarius 
~~ (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
You never gave much 
thought to how comfortable the dog 
house was until now, when you will 
find yourself in it after forgetting your 
Valentine's 
name ... good one, 
loser. 
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20) 
To your shock and 
horror, you will discover that your 
Valentine does not want a gift certifi-
cate to the Romantix on Colfax. 
Aries 
v a.. (Mar. 21-April 19) 
As you search for love 
in all the wrong 
places, remember 
that, like every bad 
country song, there is 
a glimmering light at the end of the 
miserable, dripping tunnel-eventual-
ly it will end. Just how it ends, how-
ever, depends on the level of your des-
peration. 
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20) 
Watching all those 
sappy, romantic 
IFJ".,..':i_..:.1 ..,iii-"-,.~-~.r, movies alone this 
Thursday night will 
remind you that living vicariously 
through your television screen is the 
only fulfilling task you have yet com-
pleted. Sadly, the dream you will later 
have as a result of this task will give 
you nightmares of a large windmill 
and Ewan McGregor blubbering over 
your dead body. 
XC 6td1I Gemini 
• 
(May 21 -June 21) 
This week you will 
suddenly gain the 
courage to ask your 
crush out for a date on 
(guess) Valentine's 
Day. Congratulations! At last, you 
can realize (although everyone has 
been trying to tell you this for weeks) 
that the girlfboy of your dreams is 
actually quite self-centered and really 
not very pleasant at all. 
• r... Cancer 
(June 22-July 22) 
Watch out for the pink 
candy hearts this 
week. While eating 
one in class, you will begin to choke 
and be forced to give yourself the 
Heimlich maneuver. In the process, 
you will spit up the pink heart and nail 
someone in the back of the head. This 
person will later sue you for reckless 
endangerment. 
iil 1.cD Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22) 
Around midweek, 
your relationship will 
officially be on the 
rocks. Don't worry 
though; Valentine's Day will be the 
reunification of you and your two best 
friends. While burning a picture of 
your ex with these friends, you will 
start a fire in or around your house. 
So keep a fire extinguisher handy. 
• 0 Virgo 
& (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Now that Saturn is in your house, a light .A bulb suddenly turns • on and you realize 
that your significant 
other has been double timing you. 
Get ready for a fight though, because 
this person is not going down easily. 
Grab a bag of candy hearts, and aim 
for where it hurts them the most. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-0ct. 23) 
Although your co-hab 
plans for Valentine's 
Day seemed romantic 
at the time, you will be greatly disap-
pointed to discover that after sharing 
sheets with your sweetie, you also 
shared their newly discovered case of 
lice. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
The phrase "distance 
makes the heart grow 
fonder" takes on new meaning this 
week as Mars moves into your Sun 
sign. It becomes especially relevant 
after discovering a flat tire on the 
night of your first date with a certain 
Moroccan supermodel. Cursing the 
stars, you will walk the 10 miles to her 
apartment, fantasizing about the 
evening and its potential, only to dis-
cover she has abandoned her house 
for the company of another man. 
• ~ Sagittarius 
• 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Embrace your artistic 
side during this spe-
cial week. With your 
creative juices flowing, 
now is the time to break out the har-
monica and serenade your lover with 
an original rendition of ''Total Eclipse 
of the Heart." You will not be disap-
pointed with the feedback you receive. 
-
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COMMUNITY./CAMPUS EVENTS 
Wednesday, 
Feb.13 
Jesuit Mission Grup 
Meeting 
Discuss heroic leadership for 
lunch today in the Mountain 
View Room of the ALC. 
Beginning at 12:15 through 1:15 
p.m., join Ken Phillips, assis-
tant to the Vice President for 
University Art/Fine Arts, as 
well as Awon Atuire and 
Jeremy Lee, coordinators of 
service learning in the 
Rueckert-Hartman College for 
Health Professions for what 
promises to be a enlightening 
discussion. On the menu is a 
potato bar and brownies for 
dessert. If you have any ques-
tions about the monthly topic 
or the Jesuit Mission Group 
please contact: Patti 
Schoeninger- 303.458.4347, 
Mary Cook - 303.964.5146 or 
Theresa Marrone -
303.458.1870. 
Do You Smoke? Free 
lunch! 
Breathe, formerly the Tobacco 
Task Force, is looking to hear 
from tobacco users about their 
experiences and ways that 
Breathe can be useful to them. 
We will be holding an informal 
conversation on Wednesday, 
February 13 at 12:30 in the 
Newland Center. Pizza will be 
provided. Please attend. For 
more information please con-
tact Jina Jensen at 
jjensen@regis.edu or 
breathe@regis.edu. 
Friday, 
Feb. 15 
Urban Plunge Retreat 
Explore homelessness and 
poverty from a faith perspec-
tive in the 24-hour Urban 
Plunge retreat from 5 p.m. 
Friday, Feb. 22 to 5 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 23. Cost is $10, 
including an overnight stay at 
Casa Karibu, a mission wel-
come house. Applications are 
now available in the University 
Ministry Office (Student 
Center 200), and are due on 
Feb. 15. For questions or more 
information, contact Katie 
Maslanka at 
kmaslank@regis.edu or 303-
964-5385. 
Monday, 
Feb. 18 
Mirrors and Metaphors 
Reception 
Sponsored by Active Minds 
and Regis' Suicide Prevention 
SUDOKU 
4 8 3 
6 7 1 
--
--
--
>----
2 7 
2 7 8 
3 9 
5 3 6 
.1 2 
4 1 9 
6 3 7 
© 2007 KrazyDad.c:om 
Solution available at krazydad.com/sudoku. Puzzle #25 under Super Tough. 
Program, a community art 
show reception will be held in 
the Dayton Memorial Library 
from 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. Light 
receptions will be served. The 
event is open and free to the 
public. For more information, 
contact Sally Spencer-Thomas 
at 303-458-4323 or 
sspencer@regis.edu. 
Wednesday, 
Feb.20 
Study Abroad 
Applications Due 
Planning on heading overseas 
next semester? Applications 
for Study Abroad Fall Semester 
2008 are now available and 
can be picked up in the Office 
of Summer Session and Study 
Abroad - Loyola 12. For more 
information contact Mary Cook 
at mcook@regis.edu or call 
303-964-5146. 
Thursday, 
Feb.21 
Leadership Studies 
Minor Applications Due 
The Minor in Leadership 
Studies is a 12 credit minor 
with a prerequisite seminar 
(Freshman, Sophomore, or 
Junior Seminar). The minor 
complements any major and 
gives students a number of 
scholarly projects and experi-
ential opportunities augment-
ing their chosen career path. 
Students who are interested 
should complete an application 
packet including the applica-
tion form ( download from 
www.regis.edu/leadership ), 
resume, letter of intent (2 
pages - demonstrating leader-
ship character, diversity and 
commitment to scholarship), 
and letter of reference (from a 
nonrelative mentor - e.g., 
employer, faculty member, 
coach). Questions? Contact 
Sally Spencer-Thomas at 303-
458-4323 or 
sspencer@regis.edu or visit: 
www.regis.edu/leadership 
Monday, 
March3 
Housing for 2008-09 
Housing packets for West Hall, 
as well as Ignatian and 
Residence Villages are avail-
able online at regis.edu/hous-
ing. For Ignatian Village, con-
tinue onto "Living and 
Learning Communities." For 
more information, contact Sara 
Miller at semiller@regis.edu. 
STUDENTS FOR PEACEFUL ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION AND KNOWLEDGE 
All students, faculty, and staff who are passionate about 
the environment are encouraged join SPEAK, and help 
make Regis a more sustainable campus. SPEAK is dedi-
cated to im~roving our communities by raising aware-
ness of the issues that affect not only us and our neigh-
borhoods, but our global society and futures. 
Questions? Contact Zach Owens at owen467@regis.edu 
